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actions against the spanish armada and campaigns in the netherlands left the queen s coffers empty for this reason proposals
to capture the spanish treasure fleet were given royal support the treasure fleet homeward bound from the americas would be
intercepted in the azores a diversion at santander to damage the spanish fleet would prevent protection of the treasure fleet
and more importantly prevent further actions against england or ireland however the project was diverted further with backers
wanting to re instate don antonio as king of portugal with ideas of gaining lucrative portuguese trade rights at sea a further
diversion was taken with news of shipping at corunna and the prospect of capturing merchantmen profit was already
challenging strategy this diversion gave their enemies more time to prepare the failure at lisbon was partly from a lack of co
ordination between the navy and army but also from the lack of promised support from don antonio s supporters the decision
to sail for the azores to intercept the spanish treasure fleet was at last made only for drake to be driven back to england by a
storm short of supplies and with sick crews the ships were in no condition to continue with the queen s demands so there was
no great treasure and the spanish fleet was still in being the sale of prizes and their contents failed to cover the cost of the
expedition and so the expedition was considered a financial and strategic failure
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1874

a collection of documents supplementing the companion series known as colonial records which contain the minutes of the
provincial council of the council of safety and of the supreme executive council of pennsylvania

Miscellanea genealogica et heraldica
1874

the rugged character and indomitable spirit of the early pioneers of stephen f austins texas colony had their roots in a
turbulent distant past from the early 1600s their courageous ancestors had pushed westward leaving the european shores to
carve out a new nation from the wilderness they fled religious and political oppression in search of a better life in which
freedom was of supreme importance many came with tales of their former struggles in londonderry ireland during the great
siege of terrible massacres and clan rivalries in the times of william wallace and robert the bruce king of scotland they vividly
remembered the tribulations of martin luther and the deadly religious split with the catholic church more recently memories of
their parents participation in the american revolution of dramatic true life scenes such as depicted in the movie the patriot
filled their minds their fathers having ridden along side of the wily swamp fox francis marion these pioneers associated
themselves with men like travis crockett houston and andrew jackson many of these early trailblazers were scots irish and
german immigrants they were on a westward trek to grasp a special prize to seal americas manifest destiny and that prize they
sought was texas from jamestown to texas is the story of these intrepid pioneers and their ancestors who cleared and farmed
the land who fought the indians battled the elements and carved out this wonderful country that we have today
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this volume comprises a genealogical index to historical county records of williamson county

A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Landed Gentry of Great Britain &
Ireland
1879

these three volumes contain possibly the most authoritative collection of pennsylvania genealogies ever assembled covering
fully 250 colonial and revolutionary families in a series of independent genealogical narratives
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